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DATE: 4/22/2018

CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

18-37451

Domestic
Disturbance

Sea Breeze Trail

18-37513

Narcotics

Belle Terre Pkwy &
Palm Coast Pkwy

18-37498

Stolen Vehicle

Regina Lane

18-37171

Follow up
Missing Person

Princess Mari Place

18-37536

Missing PersonJuvenile

Coconut Blvd

V1 stated that her son, S1 threatened her with a knife. Roommate, O3 ran to her
room and closed the door after seeing the altercation between S1 and V1. V1 and
O3 secured themselves in a bedroom and contacted 911. S1 was arrested for
domestic Agg. Assault and taken to the FCDF after being cleared from FHF due a
foot injury he sustained during the argument.
A traffic stop was conducted on a vehicle due to an inoperable tag light. When
approaching and contacting the driver, S1 a strong odor of marijuana was
detected. Upon a probable cause search 30grms of marijuana were found and two
smoking devices with residue. S1 was arrested and charged with possession of
marijuana over 20 grams and possession of drug paraphernalia X2.
V1 stated he fell behind on his payments and was informed the vehicle was going
to be repossessed. V1 however did not turn the vehicle over instead he turned the
vehicle over to his friend O1 between 1-2 months prior. O1 has since been evicted
from her residence and stated she left the keys with vehicle and is now missing.
Contact via phone was attempted several times, however, nobody answered the
phone and the mailbox was full. No new information was available as to the
possible whereabouts of M1.
O1 reported her daughter, M1, left the home without permission and she does not
know her current whereabouts. O1 believes M1 was picked up, but did not see a
vehicle. M1 was entered missing in state and national crime information centers,
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